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Abstract

The Paper presents a corpus based study
of Löbner’s theory of determination types.
According to Löbner, nouns prefer a syntac-
tic determination mode that is congruent to
their inherent type of lexical determination.
The study applies machine learning meth-
ods to a large corpus of German texts for de-
tecting the determination modes of nouns
automatically and addresses the problem
of inducing the lexical determination type
of a noun from its distributional fingerprint
of occurrences in different determination
modes

1 Introduction and previous research

The paper aims at assessing the theory of congruent
determination (Löbner, 2011) by applying meth-
ods from Computational Linguistics to a corpus of
German sentences. Löbner claims that the lexical
semantics of a noun influences its syntactic mode
of determination. He distinguishes two binary se-
mantic features that result in a fourfold classifica-
tion of nouns; each class corresponds to a ‘natural’
mode of determination. The two binary features
are uniqueness (±U) and relationality (±R). In-
herently unique nouns refer to a single, unique
referent (e.g., ‘sun’ or ‘steer’ in contrast to ‘star’
or ‘wheel’). The reference of an inherently rela-
tional noun depends on an additional possessor
argument which needs to be specified (e.g., ‘sur-
face [of something]’, ‘brother [of someone]’ in
contrast to ‘sun’ or ‘stone’). Combining the two
binary features results in four lexical determina-
tion types of nouns: Sortal nouns describe non-
unique, non-relational referents (−U −R, ‘stone’,
‘chair’); individual nouns describe non-relational,
but unique referents (+U −R, ‘sun’, ‘Peter’), re-
lational nouns describe non-unique referents that
require a possessor (−U +R, ‘brother’, ‘leaf’), and

functional nouns describe unique, relational ref-
erents (+U + R, ‘steer’, ‘trunk’). The four basic
lexical noun types are summarized in Table 1.

In usage, nouns often occur in determination
modes that are not congruent with their underlying
lexical types. Löbner (2011) claims that incongru-
ent determination is a marked option and involves a
type shift of the noun in the sense of Partee (1986).
For example, if a sortal noun is used in a context
in which it is uniquely referring for pragmatic rea-
sons, the noun is shifted from −U to +U , as in ‘the
train arrives’ when someone waits at the station.
The lexical distinction in ±U nouns and unique-
ness shifts are clearly marked in languages with a
split article system that distinguish between strong
and weak definite articles. In contrast to standard
German, for example, the Ripuarian dialect spo-
ken in the Rhineland makes this distinction. The
weak definite article ‘dr’ is used with inherently
+U nouns. If a non-unique noun (−U) is used in a
definite context, the incongruent use is marked by
the strong definite article ‘dä’:

(1) Ripuarian [cf. Löbner (2011)]:
a. Dr

DEFARTWEAK
Zochind.

parade
kütt.
comes.

b. Dä
DEFARTSTRONG

Zochsort.

train
kütt.
comes.

The sentences (1-a) and (1-b) only differ with re-
spect to the definite article being used. While in
(1-b) ‘Zoch’ is read as a sortal noun (‘train’), in
(1-a) ‘Zoch’ refers to the carnival parade, which is
conceptualized as a unique individual in cities like
Cologne or Düsseldorf.

The lexical ±R distinction and type shifts along
this dimension are less frequently marked in lan-
guages. However, languages with an overt mor-
phology for (in)alienability mark shifts from −R to
+R (Ortmann, 2015):
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non-unique reference [-U] unique reference [+U]
non-relational [-R] sortal noun individual noun

tree, stone, woman pope, universe, Mary
relational [+R] proper relational noun functional noun

sister [of], student [of], page
[of]

mother [of], dean [of], cover
[of]

Table 1: The four basic lexical noun types according to Löbner (2011)

(2) Diegueño [after Nichols (1992)]
a. P–@taly b. P–@n–ewa

1sg–mother 1sg–poss–house
‘my mother’ ‘my house’

In Diegueño, for example, the word ‘ewa’ (‘house’)
is conceptualized as a sortal noun (−R). In order to
be used in a possessive context, it has to be shifted
by a possessive marker to +R. Other languages
like Yucatec indicate by a derelativizing marker
shifts from +R to −R.1

The ±R distinction also plays a crucial role in
formal compositional approaches to the semantics
of genitive constructions. In this context, the ques-
tion arises whether in constructions such as ‘Mia’s
sister’ and ‘Mia’s pen’ the possessor ‘Mia’ is an
argument or a modifier of the head noun. Previous
research has given three different answers to this
question: (1) the possessor is always an argument
of the head noun, which is shifted to +R if it is lex-
ically non-relational (Vikner and Jensen, 2002); (2)
the possessor is always a modifier and there are no
genuine +R nouns in the lexicon; and (3) whether
the possessor acts as an argument or as a modi-
fier depends on its underlying lexical ±R feature
(Barker, 1995; Barker, 2011). Partee and Borschev
(2003) critically discuss all three options, discard
the second and come to the conclusion that the in-
terpretation of genitive constructions is determined
by the lexical ±R feature of a noun.

The discussed examples give evidence for
Löbner’s fourfold noun classification from a ty-
pological perspective. However, Löbner (2011) ar-
gues that lexical±U and±R distinctions and shifts
between the determination types are also relevant
for languages that do not mark lexical types and
shifts overtly. He claims that the ‘natural’ unshifted
mode of determination – that means the determina-
tion mode that is congruent with the lexical type of
determination – influences the relative frequencies
of the different determination modes in which a

1An investigation on further typological evidence for type
shifts can be found in Ortmann (2015).

Det+U determination mode
singular definite (‘die Sonne’, [‘the sun’]; ‘Mia’)
contracted singular definite (‘zur Sonne’, [‘to the sun’])
possessive pronoun (‘mein Kopf’, [‘my head’])
left genitives (‘Mias Kopf’, [‘Mia’s head’])
Det−U determination mode
indefinite article (‘ein Stein’ [‘a stone’]),
plural (‘(die) Steine’ [‘(the) stones’]),
quantifiers (‘jeder/kein/einige/beide/zwei Stein(e)’,

[‘every/no/some/both/two stone(s)]’)
contrastive demonstrative (‘dieser/jener Stein,

[‘this/that stone’]),
interrogative (‘welcher Stein’, [‘which stone’])
Det+R determination mode
possessive pronoun (‘mein Kopf’, [‘my head’])
left genitive (‘Mias Kopf’, [‘Mia’s head’ )
prepositional phrase (‘der Kopf von Mia’, [‘the head of Mia’])
Det−R determination mode
absolute use

Table 2: Investigated modes of determination in
German

noun occurs. He reports statistical evidence for his
claim from studies for Swedish (Fraurud, 1990)
and English (Vieira, 1998; Nissim, 2004; Jensen
and Vikner, 2004). However, these studies concen-
trate only on either the ±U or the ±R distinction.
A first statistical investigation that combines both
features has been carried out in Horn and Kimm
(2014) for German using a small hand annotated
corpus consisting of two fictional short stories with
only 456 noun tokens. The study shows that for
both features, ±U and ±R, the congruent determi-
nation is more frequent than the incongruent one.

This paper aims at testing the hypothesis of
congruent determination for German with a large
amount of data. In parallel to the lexical fea-
tures ±U and ±R, we use the features DET±U and
DET±R in order to distinguish the determination
modes in actual language use. Table 2 shows a
selection of different modes of determination in
German with their respective features based on
Löbner (2011). In order to avoid tedious manual
annotations of actual uses, labelers for DET±U and
DET±R are developed and applied to a corpus of
German news texts. The syntactic determination
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mode of each noun token is derived from the results
of the labelers. For each noun lemma, its determi-
nation modes are cross-tabulated with its lexical
semantic determination type. The semantic types
are provided by a manual annotation of the ±U
and ±R features of frequent nouns drawn from a
German dictionary (Duden, 1997).

The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
In Section 2, we describe the two labelers for
DET±U and DET±R, whereby the DET±R-labeler
is an enhancement of the work presented in Hell-
wig and Petersen (2014). Section 3 investigates
the correlation between the lexical determination
type and determination modes in language use for a
group of high-frequency lemmata, thereby provid-
ing an estimation for the frequency of incongruent
determination in German.

2 Automatic annotation of types of
determination modes

The automatically annotated modes of determina-
tion will be cross-tabulated with the lexical types
of determination in order to investigate whether
the latter influences the former. Therefore, auto-
matic DET±U and DET±R classifiers are required
that have a high precision. Recall is less impor-
tant for our purpose, as long as the classifiers do
not systematically overlook a particular mode of
determination.

2.1 Detecting unique reference (DET±U )

Due to the German article system, detecting the
uniqueness of reference is a comparatively easy
task that can be performed with a rule-based ap-
proach. The rules used in our DET±U classifier
rely on the POS information that is produced by
the MATE parser (Bohnet and Nivre, 2012) and
the Stanford NLP parser for German (Rafferty and
Manning, 2008). Additionally, morphological in-
formation about number created by MATE is taken
into account. The labeling rules detect the modes
of determination as given in Table 2. Nouns in
singular number that are directly preceded by (con-
tracted) definite articles, possessive pronouns or
another noun in genitive case are labeled as +U .
Plural nouns or nouns in singular number that are
preceded by a member from a finite list of function
words (“jeder” [‘each’], “solcher” [‘such’],“ein”
[‘a’], “dieser” [‘this’],. . . ) are labeled as −U . All
other nouns are labeled as undetermined with re-
gard to the uniqueness of their referents.

Type P R F
SVMHMM 92.76 75.7 83.37
CRF 92.23 71.68 80.66
ME 93.97 64.83 76.73
Tree 67.14 84.86 74.97

Table 3: Word-based evaluation by classifier for
the class DET+R, 30-fold cross-validation, no addi-
tional training data

Type P R F
SVMHMM 99.06 99.77 99.42
CRF 98.9 99.77 99.33
ME 98.63 99.84 99.23
Tree 99.4 98.38 98.89

Table 4: Word-based evaluation by classifier for
the class DET−R; same settings as in Table 3

2.2 Detecting relationality (DET±R)

The DET±R classifier builds on the relation detec-
tion classifier described in Hellwig and Petersen
(2014), which performs a three-class labeling task
with classes POR (noun in possessor position),
PUM (noun in possessum position), and no-poss.
For our purpose, we can reduce the task to a binary
classification problem for the features DET±R by
merging the classes POR and no-poss to DET−R

and identifying the class PUM as DET+R. In Hell-
wig and Petersen (2014) three statistical classifi-
cation methods are used that are able to handle
sequential data from a categorical scale: Hidden
Markov Support Vector Machines (SVMHMM) (Al-
tun et al., 2003), Conditional Random Fields (CRF)
(Lafferty et al., 2001), and Maximum Entropy (ME)
(Ratnaparkhi, 1998). Additionally, Hellwig & Pe-
tersen experiment with a rule-based tree classifier
that shows low precision, but rather good recall
scores. Table 3 and Table 4 show the results of the
binary classification for 30 cross-validations. Due
to the reduced complexity of the task, the results
for DET+R are slightly better than those reported
for PUM in Hellwig and Petersen (2014). The re-
sults in Table 4 demonstrate that reliable results
should be expected for DET−R determination.

We test three strategies to improve over the base-
line results for DET+R that are shown in Table
3. In the first approach, we postprocess the out-
put of the four basic classifiers with another non-
linear classifier. For this sake, the symbolic outputs
of SVMHMM and of the tree classifier are trans-
formed into the pseudo-confidence values of 1.0
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Meta-classifier P R F
Logistic regression 94.70 74.87 83.63
Neural network 94.46 75.76 84.08

Table 5: Results of post-processing the classifica-
tions with meta-learners; same settings as in Table
3

Voting P R F
3-majority 95.23 73.48 82.95
4-majority 99.27 51.78 68.06

Table 6: Results of combining single classifiers by
majority voting; same settings as in Table 3

for the class DET+R and 0.0 for the class DET−R,
and the confidence values generated by CRF and
ME are added to this feature vector. The resulting
four-dimensional vectors, which consist of pseudo-
confidences for SVMHMM and the tree classifier
and of true confidence values for CRF and ME, are
used for training (a) a logistic regression and (b) a
neural network with one hidden layer of dimension
2. Table 5 records the results of applying these
two meta-learners. Both sets of results don’t differ
significantly from the best single classifier (refer to
Table 3).

In the second improvement approach, we ap-
ply semi-supervised learning to the binary clas-
sification problem. First, we train all classifiers
with the full set of gold data used in Hellwig and
Petersen (2014), which consists of approximately
1.100 manually annotated sentences. Next, we use
the trained classifiers to annotate a holdout-part of
the new unannotated corpus (1M sentence extract
from the Leipzig corpora, 2005) without supervi-
sion. Because SVMHMM, CRF, ME, and the tree
classifier can provide different decisions for each
word in the holdout set, we merge their decisions
for each word using majority voting. The major-
ity voter is expected to produce accurate results,
and not to be biased towards certain types of rela-
tional constructions. We test majority voting with
a winning majority of three and of four classifiers
(results in Table 6). While the result for 3-majority
is close to the baseline values shown in Table 3,
the 4-majority produces a high accuracy along with
a rather low recall. The high precision of the 4-
majority is basically desirable for our purposes, as
long as the low recall of approximately 52% does
not point to a bias in the voting process. Therefore,
we study the effect of majority voting on the dis-

Type P R F
SVMHMM 93.26 76.97 84.34
CRF 92.19 71.8 80.73
ME 95.17 53.56 68.54

Table 7: Performance of the classifiers after semi-
supervised retraining with the gold data and with
15.326 silver-annotated sentences (10.330 PUM an-
notations, 3-majority); 30 cross-validations. Cmp.
with Table 3

tribution of the different relational determination
modes (see Table 2) of DET+R records from the
gold data. When comparing the frequencies of rela-
tional types in these samples with their frequencies
in the full gold data, a χ2 test yields a p value of
0.3533 for 3-majority, but of p = 0.0000056 for 4-
majority voting with notable frequency differences
for the determination modes ‘possessive pronoun’
and ‘prepositional phrase with von’. To avoid the
bias inherent in the 4-majority voting process, we
build a new additional training set T ∗. This set
consists only of those sentences from the holdout
set in which 3-majority votes were obtained for all
words. When retraining the classifiers, the training
set for each fold n consists of the respective (n−1)
parts of the gold data and the full set T ∗. Table 7
shows that the retraining slightly improves the F
score of SVMHMM, but produces a lower recall for
ME when compared with the data in Table 3.

In the third improvement approach, we use neu-
ral embeddings of the context words instead of
their sparse 1-of-n encodings, and train a neural
network on the given binary classification task. We
test this approach because the possessive construc-
tions studied in this paper can be interpreted as
a kind of frame semantic relation, though on a
rather abstract level. Mesnil et al. (2015) report
about significant improvements when a combina-
tion of recurrent neural networks and pretrained
neural word embeddings is applied to a simple
form of frame semantic labeling (i.e., slot filling).
We use a 750 MB corpus of German newspaper
texts to train the neural embeddings. The news-
paper corpus is lemmatized using MATE in order
to reduce the size of the vocabulary, and then fed
into the word2vec software (Mikolov et al., 2013).2

The input features for the neural network are con-
structed as follows. For each word w j, we build

2Parameters: hidden size: 300, window size: 5, training
iterations: 10.
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a vector of subfeatures by concatenating (1) its
neural embedding of size 300 that is generated by
word2vec, (2) its case information according to
MATE, (3) its POS tag according to MATE, and
(4) a Boolean flag indicating if the word is termi-
nated by the letter s (which is a frequent genitive
ending in German). Features (2) and (3) are added
in 1-of-n encodings after removing POS tags that
occur less than 100 times in the training corpus.
For each word wi to be classified, these features are
collected for wi−1, wi, and wi+1, and concatenated
to form the input vector of the neural network. The
resulting concatenated vector is fed into an Elman
network.3 A cross-validation with 30 folds using
the same data as for Table 3 and Table 7 produces
P = 79.29,R = 16.67,F = 27.54. Obviously, re-
current neural networks combined with pretrained
neural word embeddings are not really helpful for
the given task. This conclusion is supported by a
closer inspection of the parameters learned by the
CRF model. The highest scoring parameters are
induced by rules that operate almost exclusively
on POS tags, case information for different context
words, or combinations of POS and case informa-
tion.4 A full deep-learning pipeline will certainly
generate different and better results. However, the
problem at hand may lend itself to a shallow solu-
tion that is focused on morpho-syntactic features.

None of the three improvement strategies ex-
amined in this section substantially improves the
performance of the DET±R labeler, while they in-
crease the complexity of the classification workflow
at the same time. Therefore, we decided to use the
baseline system with binary output for the labeling
task described in the next section.

3 Results

The paper aims at examining if and how the syntac-
tic determination modes of nouns in language use
are correlated with their semantic lexical determi-
nation types. The preceding section has described
the classifiers that are used to detect the different
syntactic determination modes automatically. This
section introduces the data source for the lexical
determination types. In addition, it determines the

3Architecture: one hidden layer with 100 units, output
layer with one unit. Activation functions: Sigmoid for the
hidden layer, softmax for the output layer. Sequential gradient
descent learning, initial learning rate: 0.005. A validation set
was used for early interruption of the learning process.

4The five highest scoring rules of the CRF were:
pos=N:PUM, m1-pos=PRPOSS:PUM, p1-word=der:PUM,
pos=PREP:no-poss, and p1-case=gen:PUM.

frequencies of congruent and incongruent determi-
nation uses for frequent nouns by contrasting the
syntactic determination modes that were detected
using the automatic labelers with those of the man-
ually annotated lexical determination types.

3.1 Data for lexical determination types
For information about the lexical determination
types we had access to manually annotated lexical
data that was originally created for internal use in
SFB 991 and that contains approximately 23.000
tokens annotated with concept types. The data
consists of noun lemmata that occur at least ten
times in a corpus consisting of German news, nar-
rative, and scientific texts. Each noun occurrence
is disambiguated with respect to the readings given
in the standard German dictionary Duden (1997).
Finally, each lexical reading that occurs at least
once is classified with respect to its lexical type of
determination (see Table 1).

To obtain clearer effects, we have selected only
those noun lemmata (1) to which only a single
lexical determination type had been assigned, and
(2) that occured at least 100 times in our corpus
(1M sentence extract from the Leipzig corpora,
2005). This filtering process produced a candi-
date list Lcand of 217 noun lemmata that contained
24 functional, 48 individual, 53 relational, and 92
sortal nouns.

3.2 Congruency of determination
The German 1M sentence extract of the Leipzig
corpora from 2005 was processed with the DET±U

and DET±R labelers from Section 2, skipping all
sentences for which MATE could not detect a sin-
gle root node. Only those records were retained for
which the DET±U labeler assigned either DET−U

or DET+U , and for which at least three members of
the DET±R classifier ensemble agreed (3-majority).
Furthermore, all records whose lemmata were not
found in Lcand were removed. The resulting list
Lres contained 433.230 noun tokens for the 217
lemmata from Lcand .

Table 8 displays the absolute frequencies from
Lres for the lexical (rows) determination types and
the syntactic (columns) determination modes. The
data shows on one hand that within one lexical de-
termination type the congruent determination mode
is dominant only for sortal (−U−R) and individual
(+U −R) nouns. Relational (−U + R) and func-
tional (+U +R) nouns occur more often in DET−R

contexts than in DET+R. A first shallow analysis
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DET−U DET+U DET−U DET+U

DET−R DET−R DET+R DET+R

-U-R 140.706 87.476 4.716 7.042
+U-R 531 66.773 8 58
-U+R 43.504 17.999 10.243 5.457
+U+R 15.239 21.264 3.714 7.674

Table 8: Absolute frequencies of congruent and
incongruent determination types

functional

individual

relational

sortal

0 20 40 60 80 100

Figure 1: Uses of DET±U , split up by lexical types.
Light grey: Unique uses, dark grey: non-unique
uses; x-axis in percent

of the incongruent DET−R uses indicates that the
relational argument is frequently implicitly fixed
by the context, but not overtly expressed within
the noun phrase. On the other hand, the lexical
determination type that is congruent with a given
determination mode is preferably chosen. There is
only one exception to this rule: Among the noun
tokens which are used in the DET+U−R determina-
tion mode the dominant group is formed by sortal
nouns and not by individual nouns with congruent
determination type. However, this is due to the
fact that sortal nouns are much more frequent than
individual nouns.

In addition to the absolute frequencies given in
Table 8, the bar plots in Figure 1 and Figure 2
show the percentage distribution of the DET±U

functional

individual

relational

sortal

0 20 40 60 80 100

Figure 2: Uses of DET±R, split up by lexical
types. Light grey: Relational uses, dark grey: non-
relational uses

and DET±R features separately for the four lexi-
cal determination types. The plots indicate that
on average, if one looks at the accumulated fre-
quencies of all nouns belonging to one lexical type,
+U nouns show a stronger tendency to occur in
DET+U contexts than −U nouns and, +R nouns
show a stronger tendency to occur in DET+R con-
texts than −R nouns. Similar results have already
been reported in the smaller manual study (Horn
and Kimm, 2014). Thus, there is statistical evi-
dence for the hypothesis that the lexical determi-
nation type of a noun influences its use in actual
determination modes with a tendency towards con-
gruent determinations.

However, this influence is not strong enough to
determine the lexical determination type of a sin-
gle noun lemma by its frequency distribution over
the different types of determination modes in ac-
tual language use. Figure 3 shows all 217 lemmata
from Lcand grouped by their lexical determination
types and placed by their individual distributions
in DET±U / DET±R contexts. The plot demon-
strates that, apart from the individual nouns, which
mainly consist of named entities, all other noun
types spread over a rather big region instead of
neatly gathering in one corner.

The picture is especially blurred for relational
and functional nouns, which occur less frequently
in relational determination mode than expected
from their underlying lexical types. This result,
which partially coincides with the findings reported
in Horn and Kimm (2014), points to the influence
of other linguistic factors such as anaphoric uses
that will be examined in a follow-up study.
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